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New joint brochure

Osborn and Dronco present topseller
(Burgwald/Wunsiedel). Osborn and Dronco have put their topselling items in
a joint brochure. The Dronco portfolio consists of cutting and grinding discs,
flap and polishing discs, Osborn presents handbrushes as well as the most
commonly used cup-, end- and wheelbrushes for cleaning, structuring,
descaling and paint stripping for the use on angle grinders, drilling
machines, high-speed and stationary machines.
The brochure is an excerpt of the companies’ comprehensive portfolios. Especially
for interested people for who the single catalogs offer too much choices, the new
brochure offers an easy entry into both product lines. The brochure can be
downloaded via the QR-Code in this document or by the following link:
http://www.osborn.com/media/PDF/literature-de/Osborn-DroncoTopseller.pdf

About Osborn:
Osborn is technology leader and the world’s largest manufacturer of tools and application
solutions for surface finishing. We supply our products in more than 120 countries around the
globe from manufacturing sites and sales organisations in 14 countries. In addition to 10,000
standard products Osborn can provide more than 100,000 tailor-made customer solutions. The
top-quality products are used in all manner of industrial and craft applications. The product
range includes technical brushes, roller brushes, polishing and grinding tools, polishing
emulsions and solid compounds, idler rollers and cam followers. Osborn is the only
manufacturer in the industry to provide TÜV-SÜD certification for more than 700 items in its
retail range.
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-2About Dronco:
Dronco is one of Europe’s leading companies in the area of abrasives manufacture and sells its
products in some 100 countries internationally. Our range of cutting, grinding and sanding discs,
diamond tools, ceramic abrasives, abrasive papers and technical brushes for the professional
craftsman and demanding DIY-er are widely known and manufactured to a high quality standard
acknowledged worldwide. The world’s most modern manufacturing technology for cutting and
grinding discs, plus highly-qualified employees make possible
competitive production in Germany in accordance with the highest quality guidelines and
strictest safety standards. Dronco is a member of oSa (Organization for the Saftey of
Abrasives).
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